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Timberlane School Budget Members
Steven Brown
TOWN OF SANDOWN
OFFICE OF TOWN CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR
SANDOWN, NEW HAMPSHIRE 03873
Incorporated 1756 Tel: (603) 887-4870
1991 TOWN CLERK REPORT
4604 MOTOR VEHICLE PERMITS ISSUED 248,589.00
ELECTION FILING FEES 9 @ 1.00 9.00
MARRIAGE LIC. FEES TO STATE 30 (3 33.00 990.00
DOG LICENSE.
TAX COIIiEXrrOR' S REPORT
FOPM MS-61 Sumnary of Tax Acccunts Page 1












Taxes Cotmitted to Collector:
Property Taxes 3
Resident Taxes
National Bank Stock. . .
.





























FOPM MS-61 Sunnary of Tax Accxxmts Page 2
Fiscal Year Ended Decentber 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
City/Tcwn of: SANDOWN
IPX COIIECTOR'S REPOPT
FOPM MS-61 Sumtarv of "tex Sales/Tax Lien Accnunts Page 3
Fiscal Year Ended Deceniber 31, 1991 - (June 30, 1992)
City/ltown of; SANDOWN
DR.
. . .Tax Sale/Lien on Account of Levies of
1990 1989 Prior
Balance of Unredeaned Taxes „^^ „,
of Fiscal Year : $ 210,767.56 $ 39,372.84
Taxes Sold/Executed To Town
^^3 292.07











Abatenents During Year _
Deeded to Tcwn During Year _
Unredeerred Taxes End of Year 299,561.79 121.927.04
Unredeemed Subsequent Taxes
Unremitted Cash








Tbtal Credits $=== $ $
I CERTIFY THAT THE ABOVE REPORTS AND AMOUNTS ARE CORRECT, ACCORDING TO
MY BEST KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF.
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BEGINNING BALANCE JANUARY 1, 1991 $1,030,953.92
PLAISTOW BANK AND TRUST
TEMPORARY LOAN 1 ,300,000.00
FROM LOCAL TAXES
PROPERTY TAX 1991
PROPERTY TAX OVERPAYMENT 1991
PROPERTY TAX INTEREST 1991
PROPERTY TAX 1990
PROPERTY TAX INTEREST 1990
YIELD TAX 1991







CURRENT USE TAX 1990









VITAL STATISTICS TO STATE
FILING FEES
BOAT FEES
















































RETURN CHECK PENALTY 210.00
TOWN PROPERTY
TOWN HALL RENTAL 915.00




































ORDERS DRAWN BY SELECTMEN


















































































TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDIT
NET TOWN APPROPRIATIONS
NET SCHOOL TAX ASSESSMENT
COUNTY TAX ASSESSMENT
TOTAL OF TOWN, SCHOOL & COUNTY
DEDUCT TOTAL BUSINESS PROFITS TAX REIMB
ADD WAR SERVICE CREDITS
ADD OVERLAY
TOTAL




























































































PRINCIPAL - LONGTERM NOTES
INTEREST - LONGTERM NOTES







WA # 6 POLICE VEHICLE 19,300.00
WA # B POLICE RADAR 1,680.00
WA #10 LIBRARY ADDITION 105,000.00
WA #12 UPGRADE BATHROOMS 10,100.00
WA #13 FIREPROOF VAULT 9,800.00
WA #14 RESTORING RECORDS 3,987.00
WA #15 VIC GEARY SR . CITIZENS 500.00
WA #16 SR. CITIZENS REC
.
1,000.00
WA #17 FIRE DEPT BREATH. APPAR 15,000.00
WA #18 HISTORICAL SOC . AID 1,000.00
WA #19 WATER MONITORING 350.00
WA #20 ROAD IMPROVEMENTS 53,481.26
WA #21 OFF SITE IMPROVEMENTS 25,000.00
TOTAL 246,198.26
MISCELLANEOUS:
















INTEREST & PENALTIES ON TAXES
















MOTOR VEHICLE PERMIT FEES
OTHER LICENSES, PERMITS AND FEES





















WITHDRAWALS FROM CAPITAL RESERVE
FUND BALANCE
TOTAL














ACCOUNTS DUE THE TOWN 0.00
UNREDEEMED TAXES 421,488.83
UNCOLLECTED TAXES




DECEMBER 31, 1990 221,274.39
DECEMBER 31, 1991 163,018.16
CHANGE IN FUND BALANCE (58,256.23)
LIABILITIES
ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN
SCHOOL DISTRICT 1.675,736.61
CAPITAL RESERVE FUNDS 64,709.39
TOTAL CURRENT LIABILITIES 1,740.446.00
FUND BALANCE - CURRENT SURPLUS 163,018.16
TOTAL LIABILITIES 1.903,464.16
16,
SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
DESCRIPTION
TOWN HALL, LAND & BUILDINGS $279,900.00
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 11,000.00
LIBRARY, LAND & BUILDING 202,400.00
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 31,500.00
FIRE/POLICE. LAND AND BUILDING 237,000.00
FURNITURE AND EQUIPMENT 786,000.00
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT, LAND AND BUILDINGS 162,500.00
EQUIPMENT 12,000.00





ANGLE POND FIRE STATION 31,600.00
ALL LANDS & BUILDINGS ACQUIRED
THROUGH TAX COLLECTOR'S DEEDS 668,990.00




SCHEDULE OF LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1991









RECONCILIATION OF OUTSTANDING LONG TERM INDEBTEDNESS
OUTSTANDING LONG TERM DEBT
DEBT RETIREMENT DURING FISCAL YEAR
LONG TERM NOTES PAID
BONDS PAID POLICE STATION
ROAD RECONSTRUCTION
TOTAL DEBT RETIREMENT







TOTAL TAXES COLLECTED AND REMITTED *4 , 464 , 013 . 57
TEMPORARY LOAN 1,300,000.00
CASH ON HAND JANUARY 1, 1991 1,030,953.92
LOCAL SOURCES EXCEPT TAXES 251,634.60
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES 158,179.23
INTEREST ON DEPOSITS 26,440.17
BUSINESS LICENSES AND PERMITS 11,463.63
INCOME FROM DEPARTMENTS 117,462.75
RETURNED CHECKS (3,363.75)
TOWN HALL RENTAL 915.00
RETURNED CHECK PENALTIES 210.00






HIGHWAYS, STREETS AND BRIDGES 100,602.30
GENERAL GOVERNMENT 145,801.70
INSURANCE 87,682.71
CULTURE AND RECREATION 42,341.57
HEALTH 56,666.33
WELFARE 51,061.32
TOTAL OPERATING EXPENSES 1,021,126.59
CAPITAL OUTLAY:
WARRANT ARTICLES 1991 222,471.72
WARRANT ARTICLES 1990 31,982.44
TOTAL CAPITAL OUTLAY 254,454.16
REFUNDS 7,461.25
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTAL DIVISIONS 3,554,613.90
TAX ANTICIPATION NOTE PAYMENT 1,300,000.00
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN 433,292.07
TOTAL PAYMENTS $6,570,947.97
20.




































































1 ,918.00 1 ,925.23
CEMETERIES 1 ,000.00 1 ,000.00
GENERAL GOVERNMENT BUILDINGS

















































BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT (ZBA)







TOTAL PLANNING & ZONING 12,221.00 11,462.77
LEGAL EXPENSES 20,000.00 15,301.04



























































































































































STREET LIGHTING 2,850.00 3,337.30


























1 ,021 , 126.59
CAPITAL OUTLAY
WA « 6 POLICE VEHICLE 19,300.00 19,300.00
WA # 8 POLICE RADAR 1,680.00 1,680.00
WA #10 LIBRARY ADDITION 105,000.00 105,000.00
WA #12 UPGRADE BATHROOMS 10,100.00 6,016.00
WA #13 FIREPROOF VAULT 9,800.00 9,519.90
WA #14 RESTORING RECORDS 3,987.00 3,987.00
WA #15 VIC GEARY SR . CIT 500.00 500.00
WA #16 SR. CITIZENS REC
.
1,000.00 1,000.00
WA #17 FIRE DEPT BREATH. 15,000.00 15,000.00
WA #18 HISTORICAL SOC
.
1,000.00 890.98
WA #19 WATER MONITORING 350.00 0.00
WA #20 BLOCK GRANT 53,481.26 53,481.26
WA #21 OFF-SITE IMPROV. 25,000.00 6,096.58
TOTAL SPECIAL ARTICLES 246,198.26 222,471.72
1990 WARRANT ARTICLES
BLOCK GRANT
WA #30 RECYCLING PROGRAM
WA #34 ROAD IMPROVEMENTS










The Auditor's Report was not submitted in time to
















The Budget Committee would like to express its appreciation to all
town department heads and the Board of Selectmen for the teamwork
exhibited in compiling the 1992 Town Budget.
Respectfully,
Martha J. Darragh, Chairman
A. Jefferson Cornell, Vice-Chairman
William Crum, Selectman-liason





The State of New Hampshire
T;-IE POLLS WILL BE OPEN FROM 10:00 AJrf. to 8:00 pj»i.
Totbelr-babiUttti oj tbeTownof SANDOVN in tbe
[l. S.] Couaijof ROCKINGHAM in said State, qualified to vole
in Tottm Affairs:
You are hereby norified » meet a: TOWN HALL ja
said SANDOWN on Tuesday, the TENTH day of
March, next a: TEN of the dock in the forenoon, to act upon the following subjects:
ARTICLE 1. TO CHOOSE ALL NECESSARY TOWN OFFICERS FOR THE ENSUING YEAR.
NOTICE: THE FOLLOWING ARTICLES TO BE VOTED ON AT ADJOURNED MEETING,
SATURDAY, MARCH 14, AT 10:00 AM.
ARTICLE 2. TO RAISE SUCH SUMS OF MONEY AS MAY BE NECESSARY TO DEFRAY TOWN
CHARGES FOR THE ENSUING YEAR AND MAKE APPROPRIATION OF THE SAME.
ARTICLE 3. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO BORROW MONEY
IN ANTICIPATION OF TAXES.
ARTICLE 4. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE SELECTMEN TO SELL, AT PUBLIC
AUCTION AND TO CONVEY ANY REAL ESTATE ACQUIRED THROUGH DEEDS FROM THE COLLECTOR
OF TAXES. PROVIDED HOWEVER, THAT THE SELECTMEN PURSUANT TO THE AUTHORITY GRANTED
BY RSA 80:42 (III) (SUPP.) MAY SELL SUCH PROPERTY TO THE FORMER OWNER THEREOF
(OR HIS HEIRS, SUCCESSORS AND ASSIGNS) UPON SAID OWNER PAYING TO THE TOI^JN (I)
ALL PAST UNPAID TAXES, INCLUDING COSTS AND INTEREST RELATING THERETO, (II) ALL
EXPENSES INCURRED BY THE TOWN IN THE ADMINISTRATION OF SAID PROPERTY AND (III)
ALL TAX REVENUES LOST BY THE TOWN, BY VIRTUE OF THE TOWN'S OWNERSHIP OF SAID
PROPERTY, FROM THE TIME OF ITS ACQUISITION BY THE TOWN TO THE TIME OF ITS
CONVEYANCE TO THE FORMER OWNER.
ARTICLE 5. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL AUTHORIZE THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN TO APPLY
FOR, ACCEPT AND. EXPEND, WITHOUT FURTHER ACTION BY THE TOWN MEETING, MONEY FROM
THE STATE, FEDERAL OR OTHER GOVERNMENTAL UNIT OR A PRIVATE SOURCE WHICH BECOMES
AVAILABLE DURING THE FISCAL YEAR. SUCH ARTICLE OR ITEM SHALL:
I. BE USED ONLY FOR LEGAL PURPOSES FOR WHICH A TOWN MAY APPROPRIATE
MONEY.
II. REQUIRE THE SELECTMEN TO HOLD A PRIOR PUBLIC MEETING ON THE ACTION
TO BE TAKEN.
III. NOT REQUIRE THE EXPENDITURE OF OTHER TOWN FUNDS EXCEPT THOSE FUNDS
LAWFULLY APPROPRIATED FOR THE SAME PURPOSE.
IV. BE EXEMPT FROM ALL PROVISIONS OF RSA 32 RELATIVE TO LIMITATION AND
EXPENDITURE OF TOWN MONEYS. ALL AS PROVIDED BY RSA 31:95-b.
32.
Fourteenth March, 1992
We hereby certify that we gave notice to the inhabitants within named, to meet at time
and place and for the purpose within mentioned, by posting up an anested copy of the within
Warrant at the place of meeting within named, and a like attested copy at SANDOWN TOWN HALL
& SANDOWN POST OFFICE being a public place in said Town, on the seventeenth







MAKCH MEETING Brown & SiUjarfrlh. Inc.. Concord. N. H. E.513I7.J00-12/I2
33.
ARTICLE 6. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUl'I OF
$1,650.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING A MOBILE VIDEO CAMCORDER FO R THE
SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT CONTINGENT UPON A FIFTY PERCENT REIMBURSEMENT TO
BE PLACED BACK INTO THE GENERAL FUND FROM THE NEW HAMPSHIRE HIGHWAY SAFETY
AGENCY. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 7. TO SEE IF THE TO^ WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $6,500 TO BE PLACED IN A CAPITAL RESERVE ACCOUNT FOR THE PURPOSE OF THE
FUTURE PURCHASE OF A CRUISER FOR THE SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT. (Recommended
by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 8. TO SEE IF THE TOM \n.LL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$1,212.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF A D.W.I. PATROL WHICH HAS BEEN GRANTED BY THE
NEW HAMPSHIRE HIGHWAY SAFETY AGENCY. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 9. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$500.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF PURCHASING A FAX/PHONE/COPIER TO BE INSTALLED IN
THE SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 10. TO SEE IF THE TOWN VJILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
36,000 FOR THE PURPOSE OF COLLEGE TUITION REIMBURSEMENT FOR THE FULL-TIME
POLICE OFFICERS OF THE SANDOIVN POLICE DEPARTMENT. A MINIMUM OF SEVENTY PERCENT
AVERAGE MUST BE MAINTAINED AS A CONDITION. ANY MONIES APPROPRIATED AND NOT
USED WILL BE PLACED IN CAPITAL RESERVE AND ADDED TO OTHER COLLEGE TUITION
REIMBURSEMENT. (By Petition) (Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 11. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$13,191 to PURCHASE A TRAILER AND TEN 2 1/2 CUBIC YARD CONTAINERS AND PREPARE
IT FOR ROAD USE FOR THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTING AND DELIVERING RECYCLABLES TO
MARKET. THE COST WILL BE $13,191 OR $12,500 FOR THE TRAILER AND CONTAINERS,
$91 FOR REGISTRATION AND $600 FOR INSURANCE. THIS WARRANT ARTICLE CONTINGENT
UPON THE RECYCLING COMMITTEE RECEIVING A $2,500 GRANT FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE
THE BEAUTIFUL TO OFFSET THE COST OF THE TRAILER AND CONTAINERS. (Recommended
by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 12. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SL^M OF
$5,184 TO PURCHASE TWO 15 YARD MESH TRAILERS FOR THE PURPOSE OF COLLECTING
AND HAULING ALUMINUM CANS AND "TIN" CANS TO MARKET. THE COST WILL BE $5,184
OR $1,971 FOR EACH TRAILER, WHICH INCLUDES A 10% DISCOUNT, $21 FOR EACH
REGISTRATION AND $600 FOR EACH INSURANCE. THIS WARRANT ARTICLE CONTINGENT
UPON THE RECYCLING COMMITTEE RECEIVING A $2,500 GRANT FROM NEW HAMPSHIRE THE
BEAUTIFUL TO OFFSET THE COST OF THE TRAILERS. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 13. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
TEN THOUSAND ($10,000) DOLLARS FOR THE PURCHASE AND INSTALLATION OF A 750 GALLON
PER MINUTE FRONT-MOUNT PUMP. THIS IS TO REPLACE THE PUMP THAT IS CURRENTLY IN
OPERATION ON THE FIRE DEPARTMENT'S TANKER. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 14. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$3,201.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF RESTORING FOUR BOOKS OF OLD TOWN RECORDS WHICH
CONTAIN MINUTES OF OFFICIAL SELECTMEN'S MEETINGS, TREASURER'S REPORTS, TAX
COLLECTOR'S BOOKS AND SANDOWN TAX RECORDS FROM THE YEARS 1756 TO 1881, THIS
BEING PHASE THREE IN AN EFFORT TO RESTORE RECORDS DATING FROM 1700 TO THE
RECENT PAST YEARS. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 15. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$950.00 TO PROVIDE SHELVING FOR USE IN THE VAULT LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE TOWN
CLERK/TAX COLLECTOR'S OFFICE. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
34.
ARTICLE 16. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$9,980.00 FOR SOFTWARE FOR THE COMPUTER PROGRAM CALLED "THE TOWN CLERK" IffllCH
WILL COMPUTERIZE THE FUNCTIONS OF THE TOWN CLERK'S OFFICE IN ALL PHASES OF
FINANCIAL OPERATIONS INCLUDING ACCOUNTING AND AUDIT MATERIAL. (Reconmended
by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 17. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM
OF $6,797.10 TO PURCHASE HARDWARE TO OPERATE "THE TOWN CLERK" COMPUTER PROGRAM,
SERVICE CONTRACT AND SUPPORT FOR THE PROGRAM DESCRIBED IN WARRANT ARTICLE #16.
(Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 18. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$1,200.00 FOR THE PURPOSE OF RECREATIONAL AND EDUCATIONAL ACTIVITIES FOR THE
ELDERLY CITIZENS OF SANDOWN, (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 19. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$500 FOR THE VIC GEARY CENTER IN PLAISTOW TO PROVIDE SOCIAL SERVICES FOR
SENIOR CITIZENS. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 20. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO RAISE AND APPROPRIATE THE SUM OF
$4,500.00 TO BE USED FOR IMPROVEMENTS AT THE ROY MILLER RECREATION FIELD.
$1,500.00 TO BE USED FOR TWO SETS OF BLEACHERS, ONE EACH AT THE TWO EXISTING
FIELDS. $3,000.00 TO BE USED FOR EQUIPMENT TIME TO REPAIR HURRICANE DAMAGE
AND START CONSTRUCTION FOR AN ADDITIONAL BASEBALL DIAMOND ADJACENT TO THE
UPPER FIELD. (By Petition) (Not Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 21. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT AND APPROPRIATE BLOCK GRANT
REVENUES IN THE AMOUNT OF $56,890.71 AS SUPPLIED BY THE STATE FOR ROAD IMPROVEMENT
PROGRAMS TO BE RECOMMENDED BY THE SANDOWN HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT AND APPROVED BY THE
BOARD OF SELECTMEN. (Recommended by Budget Committee)
ARTICLE 22. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE TOWN CLERK TO COLLECT
A MOTOR VEHICLE REGISTRATION SURCHARGE, THE AMOUNT OF WHICH IS SET FORTH IN
RSA 261:153, V, AS FOLLOWS:
$5.00 FOR HEAVY VEHICLES, INCLUDING MOBILE HOMES AND HOUSE TRAILERS,
HEAVY TRUCKS AND TRUCK-TRACTORS WHOSE GROSS WEIGHT EXCEEDS 18,000
POUNDS AND BUSES;
$3.00 FOR AUTOMOBILES, LIGHT VEHICLES INCLUDING TRUCKS AND COMMERCIAL
MOTORIZED VEHICLES INCLUDING TRACTOR TRAILERS; AND
$2.00 FOR SPECIAL USE VEHICLES INCLUDING ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES,
AGRICULTURAL AND FARM VEHICLES, HISTORIC VEHICLES AND 2-WHEELED
VEHICLES INCLUDING MOPEDS, MOTORCYCLES AND NON-MOTORIZED CAR AND
BOAT TRAILERS;
AND FURTHER, TO REQUIRE THE TOWN CLERK, AFTER DEDUCTING $.50 FROM EACH FEE TO
COVER ADMINISTRATIVE COSTS, TO DEPOSIT THE REMAINDER INTO A TOWN RECLAMATION FUND,
WHICH IS HEREBY CREATED PURSUANT TO RSA 149-M:13-a, TO BE HELD BY THE TOWN
TREASURER IN A SEPARATE ACCOUNT AND TO BE SPENT UNDER THE DIRECTION OF THE
SELECTMEN TO PAY FOR THE COLLECTION AND DISPOSAL OF USED MOTOR OIL, MOTOR
VEHICLE BATTERIES AND MOTOR VEHICLE TIRES; ANY EXCESS IN THE FUND MAY BE USED
FOR THE RECYCLING AND RECLAMATION OF OTHER TYPES OF SOLID WASTE. ONCE CREATED,
THE INTEREST AND PRINCIPAL MAY BE SPENT FOR THE INTENT FOR WHICH IT WAS CREATED.
35.
ARTICLE 23. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO AUTHORIZE THE CONSERVATION
COMMISSION TO DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT A FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN IN AND ON THOSE
TOWN-OWNED LANDS NOT CURRENTLY UNT)ER THE FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN PERTAINING TO
TOWN FORESTS. IT IS PROPOSED THAT THE TOWN VOTE TO ACCEPT REVENUES GENERATED
BY TIMBER SALES RESULTING FROM SAID FOREST MANAGEMENT PLAN ON TOWN-O^JNED
LANDS NOT DESIGNATED TOWN FOREST AND IT IS FURTHER PROPOSED THAT THE TOWN
VOTE TO APPLY SUCH REVENUES AGAINST TAXES OR FOR SUCH PURPOSE AS THE TOIVN
DEEMS PRUDENT.
ARTICLE 24. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ESTABLISH AS TOl^T FOREST (UNDER
RSA 31:110) LAND IDENTIFIED AS LOT 6 ON SANDOWN TAX MAP 11 (PARCEL 1 AND 2)
TOTALLING 19.5228 ACRES AND AUTHORIZE THE CONSERVATION COMMISSION TO MANAGE
THE TOWN FORESTS UNDER THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 31:112 II AND DIRECT THE
PLACEMENT OF ANY PROCEEDS WHICH MAY ACCRUE FROM SAID FOREST MANAGEMENT TO
A SEPARATE FOREST MAINTENANCE FUND TOICH SHALL BE ALLOWED TO ACCUMULATE FROM
YEAR TO YEAR AS PROVIDED BY RSA 31:113.
ARTICLE 25. TO SEE IF THE TOWN OF SANDOWN WILL ACCEPT CROSS ROAD AS A CLASS
V ROAD AND AS SUCH WILL VOTE TO HAVE THE ROAD IMPROVED TO MAKE IT PASSABLE
YEAR-ROUND. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 26. TO SEE IF THE TOTTO WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT THE FOLLOWING AS A TOWN
ORDINANCE: ANY VEHICLES PARKED ON ANY PORTION OF TOWN-PLOWED ROADWAYS Aim
INTERFERING WITH THE PLOWING OF THOSE ROADS WILL BE SUBJECT TO A S50.00 FINE
AND WILL ALSO BE SUBJECT TO TOWING AT THE OWNER'S EXPENSE. NO WARNINGS WILL
BE ISSUED. EFFECTIVE NOVEMBER 1st THROUGH APRIL 1st.
ARTICLE 27. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT THE FOLLOWING AS A TOWN
ORDINANCE: TRAFFIC IS PROHIBITED IN EITHER DIRECTION THROUGH THE TOWN HALL
PARKING LOT WHICH IS LOCATED ADJACENT TO THE TOWN HALL, THE FIRE STATION AND
POLICE STATION. THIS ORDINANCE IS GOVERNED BY RSA 41:11.
ARTICLE 28. TO SEE IF THE TOW WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT THE CONVEYANCE OF A PARCEL
OF LAND LOCATED ON FREMONT ROAD FROM DAVID AND CHARLENE BURKE TO THE TOWN OF
SANDOWN .AS OUTLINED IN THE QUITCLAIM DEED DATED SEPTEMBER 17, 1991.
ARTICLE 29. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 72:28
AS FOLLOWS: SHALL WE ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 72:28, V AND VI FOR AN
OPTIONAL VETERANS' EXEMPTION AND AN EXPANDED QUALIFYING WAR SERVICE FOR VETERANS
SEEKING THE EXEMPTION? THE OPTIONAL VETERANS' EXEMPTION IS $100, RATHER THAN $50.
ARTICLE 30. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ADOPT THE PROVISIONS OF RSA 72:35,
IV FOR AN OPTIONAL PROPERTY TAX EXEMPTION ON RESIDENTIAL PROPERTY FOR A SERVICE-
CONNECTED TOTAL DISABILITY? THE OPTIONAL DISABILITY EXEMPTION IS $1,400 RATHER
THAN $700.
ARTICLE 31. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT KENNETH ROAD AS A TOWN ROAD,
SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
ARTICLE 32. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT KAREN LANE AS A TOWN ROAD,
SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
ARTICLE 33. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT DEBBIE LANE AS A TOWN ROAD,
SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
ARTICLE 34. TO SEE IF THE TOWN WILL VOTE TO ACCEPT SYLVAN LANE AS A TOWN ROAD,
SUBJECT TO THE APPROVAL OF THE BOARD OF SELECTMEN.
36.
35 "AT THE SUGiSESTION OF TOUN COUNSEL, TO REMOUE AN
ILLEiiAL DELEGATION OF ZONING BOARD AUTHORITY, WE ARE
PROPOSING THE F0LL0UJIN6:
1. DELETE SECTION 4C OF THE SANDOWN ZONING ORDINANCE AND
RE'v'ISE SECTION 3 PART A OF THE SANDOWN ZONING ORDINANCE
WITH THE FOLLOWING:
'PART A DUPLEXES
DUPLEXES MAY BE PERMITTED AS A SPECIAL EXCEPTION, PROUIDED
THE BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT FINDS IN WRITING. AFTER A DULY
NOTICED PUBLIC HEARING OF WHICH THE ABUTTING LANDOWNERS HAUE
BEEN NOTIFIED IN WRITING, THAT THE FOLLOWING HA^JE BEEN MET:
A. THE LOT AREA UPON WHICH THE PROPOSED DUPLEX IS TO
BE CONSTRUCTED CONTAINS A MINIMUM LOT AREA WHICH IS
EQUAL TO AT LEAST TWICE THAT REQUIRED FOR A SINGLE
FAMILY HOME CONSTRUCTED ON THE SAME SOIL TYPE.
B. THE LOT SHALL HAUE 25:; MORE FRONTAGE THAN IS REQUIRED
FOR A SINGLE FAMILY LOT PURSUANT TO ARTICLE II, PART
. B, SECTION 3, PARAGRAPH C.
C. PROPOSED DUPLEX DWELLINGS SHALL BE CONSTRUCTED AT LEAST
50 F EET F ROM ANY EX I ST I NG P U B L I C R I G HT - F -WAY AN D 5
FEET FROM ALL ADJACENT PROPERTY LINES.
D. A PROPOSED DUPLEX DWELLING MUST NOT BRING ABOUT ANY
DETRIMENT TO THE PROPERTY 'JALUES IN THE VICINITY OR
CHANGE I NTHE ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS OF A RESIDENTIAL
NEIGHBORHOOD ON ACCOUNT OF THE USE, LOCATION OR SCALE
OF BUILDINGS AND OTHER STRUCTURES . PARKING AREAS OR
ACCESSWAYS. '
"
36 "AMEND SECTION 3 OF THE ZONING ORDINANCE BY ADDING THE
FuUDjWING NEW SENTENCE AT THE END OF THE EXISTING SECTION:
'PURSUANT TO RSA .£74:52,'.,'!, THE ADOPTION OF UPDATES AND/ OR
REV I S I ON S T NAT I ONA L CODES PR E'J I U S L Y ADOPTED AS PART OF
THIS SECTION SHALL BE ALLOWED AFTER A PUBLIC HEARING HELD BY
THE P LANN I N G BOARD.'"
ARTICLE 37. TO TRANSACT ANY OTHER BUSINESS THAT MAY LEGALLY COME BEFORE
THIS MEETING.
Cirum'," 'J'z'.',' 'Chairman
iomas ' D . Ronihsbh
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BUDGET FORM FOR TOWNS WHICH HAVE ADOPTED THE
PROVISIONS OF THE MUNICIPAL BUDGET LAW
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE




BUDGET OF THE TOWN
OF SANDOW N.H
Appropriations and Estimates of Revenue for the Ensuing Year January 1, 19 92 to December 31, 19.22_or for Fiscal Year
=rom 19 to 19
THIS BUDGET SHALL BE POSTED WITH THE TOWN WARRANT
RSA 31:95 and 32:5
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Fellow Citizens of Sandown
1991 has passed into history. For many of us, this was a very difficult year.
For the town, it was a year of tight budgeting and prudent spending. Your
elected and appointed managers brought the town in under budget for the
third year in a row.
At the time of this writing, we showed a surplus of $14,756.41. The
Board of Selectmen would like to take this opportunity to thank all of
the department managers for their diligent monitoring of spending.
Although 1991 was a difficult year, one that saw the town spend $51,061.32
in welfare, we did have many positive events take place. Some are listed
in this report, more are listed in the various departmental reports.
1. The library addition was completed and dedicated. If you
have not yet visited the library, stop by. After all,
it is your library.
2. The "seasonal" lawsuit was settled with no dire consequences
to the town.
3. Our Recycling program continued to grow. This year, you will
decide on several warrant articles that, if passed, will allow
continued growth of the program.
4. The Board of Selectmen continued with its work on developing
a Personnel Policy and Procedure Manual for town employees.
Unfortunately, this is still incomplete at this time but is
a top priority for 1992.
5. The Board of Selectmen also continued work on computerizing
town books and financial records. More work is also needed
in this area in 1992.
6. A listing of which roads were to be plowed was compiled by
the Board of Selectmen. Welfare Policies and Procedures as
required by the State of New Hampshire were continually
developed upon. These procedures helped the Board watch
closely the money spent in these areas.
7. Last, but certainly not least, by working closely with
department heads, the Budget Committee and the Board of
Selectmen, our town portion of the tax rate was reduced
for the third year in a row.
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1992 brings new concerns that must be addressed. On March 7th, we will
vote on the Timberlane School District budget and a warrant article for
a new elementary school to be located in Sandown. Regardless of your
position on this issue, please attend this important meeting and cast
your vote.
During this year, we must develop a comprehensive program for repairing
town roads. The Board of Selectmen hopes to develop this plan along
with the Road Agent and provide you with this information prior to the
commencement of work.
We must also continue to monitor our spending and ensure that when we
do spend tax dollars, we get the very most for our dollars.
Finally, the Selectmen would like to make their annual appeal to you,
the voters, to come out and vote on March lOth, come to Town Meeting
on March 14th and become active in your town. Many committees and
boards still need members and alternates. If you can spend some of
your time serving Sandown, contact the Selectmen's office for a list
of those boards and committees needing members.
To the people currently serving the town, we'd like to say thank you.









Detailed Statement of Disbursements
Supplies - Blue Seal Feeds 91.05
Hamp stead Hardware 12.97
Equipment Repair & Maintenance
Strandell Power Equipment 315.80




Total Balance - December 31, 1991 00.00






Monies for the above were transferred to the Trustees of the Trust
Funds where they will be used for perpetual care and maintenance
of our cemeteries.
This is to certify that the information contained in this report
is correct to the best of our knowledge.
Rudolph True Carroll Bassett
David I . Drowne
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SANDOWN POLICE DEPARTMENT
TOWN REPORT FOR 1991
1991 was again a busy year for the Sandown Police Department.
As all of us are very aware, the economy is suffering, and when
that happens Law Enforcement Agencies see increased numbers
in activity.
As I mentioned last year, the Sandown Police Department has
several goals we wish to accomplish, one being that all members
become more educated and professional in this field and this
year we made several productive steps towards this. Myself
and Sgt.John Frazier were certified as Police Prosecutors by
Police Standards and Training. Sgt. Scott Currier was certified
as a Firearms Instructor in Semi-automatic weapons. Both of these
areas help us eliminate having to go to outside agencies for
assistance.
As a joint effort of local business people through contributions,
we were able to obtain a drug awareness program for both children
and adults, HELP, A REASON FOR TEARS.
We were given a narcotic facsmile drug identification kit and
VCR tape as instruments in awareness. A narcotic journal was
published and made available with a picture of the department
along with a letter to the community through this program.
A Police Application Board for hiring new officers was
established. The Board consisted of five voting members and
one alternate. This Board accepts and reviews applications,
interviews and re-interviews candidates. A vote is taken on
the finalists, recommendations are made and then turned over
to the Selectmen for the final hiring.
We were able to obtain federal funds through the State of New
Hampshire Highway Safety Committee for the purpose of a D.W.I.
patrol. This D.W.I, program is to be implemented during the
busier summer months of 1992. The funds are 100% reimbursed
by the government to pay officers exclusively for this purpose.
We would like to Thank the members of the Sandown Grange for
donating teddy bears to us for use in calming young children
down in all types of emergencies they may be involved in.
I would also like to Thank the residents of Sandown and my




INCIDENT TOTALS FOR 1991





















JUVENILE COMPLAINTS 3 5
LOST PROPERTY ". 12
MEDICAL ASSISTS 47
MISSING PERSONS 11
MOTOR VEHICLE STOPS 510
NARCOTIC COMPLAINTS 15
NOISE COMPLAINTS 42
O . H . R . V . COMPLAINTS 41
POSSIBLE D.W.I. 'S 22
PROWLER COMPLAINTS 09
PUBLIC HAZARDS 24















The year of 1991 saw the department answer 107 fire or other emergency type
calls. This is about the same as in the past few years.
The "Big One" in 1991 was a trash fire at the transfer site (dump) . The fire
started by lightning and required all one night and part of the next day to
extinguish. A tremendous effort by fire fighters and heavy equipment operators
kept this fire from becoming a major costly problem to the town.
The department was fortunate to have a vacant house to use for a "Live Burn"
training exercise, a day-long session with approximately 40 Fire and Rescue
personnel which proved to be a real good learning experience. The new
self-contained breathing apparatus funded at the 1991 town meeting was used
and appreciated by all.
The interest in preventive programs within the schools, kindergartens and other
organizations in town has been great this past year. However, people still need
to be reminded about fire safety at all times. There is no excuse for not having
working smoke detectors on each level of every home in Sandown. House numbers
that are visible from the street are also a must.
We have several new members this year and I welcome them and their interest to
the department. I would like to thank all the men for their time and effort in
making this an excellent working department. A special thank you to Deputy
Chief, Dave Burke, who has decided to step down as an officer but who will
remain as an active fire fighter.
The support of the town and the "let's get the job done efficiently without








To the residents of Sandown, thank you for your continuing support throughout
the years. We've been a squad now for the past seventeen years and have seen
many changes. Our equipment has advanced along with the training of the
members.
At present, we have one paramedic, one EMT, six EMl-Ds (the D stands for those
qualified in the use of the defibrillator) and one First Responder. January
ended an Emergency Medical Technician course that lasted four months. I'd
like to thank those who have put so much of their time in for the purpose
of helping our town. We now have the potential of an additional nine
members
.
In my opinion, the cooperation between the Selectmen, Police, Fire and
Rescue Squad couldn't be better. It makes everything run smoothly.
For the protection of the volunteers who serve our town, the Health Department
has an amount allotted for hepatitus shots. I hope you will approve this.
We have responded to more than one hundred and twenty fire and rescue calls.








The Animal Control Department was very active in 1991 with one officer being
innoculated for rabies which is becoming prevalent in southern New Hampshire.
This strain of rabies will cause health problems in humans as well as in
animals affected by it. Beginning in April of 1992, rabies innoculation
will be required for both canines and felines. As always, licensing is
required for canines.
Animal Control Officers, Tim Vincent, Cathy Vincent and Denise Laratonda
responded to 575 calls in 1991. The Greater Derry Humane Society supplied
some equipment and training to the town's officers at no cost to the town.
At this time, residents are charged $7.50 to license an unspayed or
unneutered dog and $4,50 for one that is spayed or neutered. Proof of
rabies innoculation and proof of neutering or spaying is required in order
to license your pet with the Town Clerk.
Because of the threat of rabies, we can not stress enough that you must
contact your Animal Control Officer if you see a nocturnal animal such
as raccoons, skunks, porcupines and bats during the day.
We look forward to serving Sandown in 1992 and hope that residents will







In preparation for establishing the property valuation in the
town for the year 1991, 105 sales transactions were reviewed as well
as the building permits issued for homes, alterations, etc. (about 150
between 4/1/90 and 4/1/91).
Of the sales transactions, 74 were "arms length" also often
labeled "valid", IS were foreclosures, and 13 were business or family
related. 29 involved land only. The 74 properties were visited to
determine if any changes had been made since the last appraisal
(value-adding changes are often made without the required permits).
The 150 properties with permits were visited to determine the actual
changes made and the resulting impact on value.
ABATETtNTS
About 150 abatement requests were received. Of these 54 were
granted abatements. Of about 20 cases presented to the state, 6 were
lost for 1990 and 1991 by order of the state, and 3 resulted in a
negotiated settlement after submittal to the state (the towi was
successful in defending itself in 5 cases), the rest await state
action.
host abatements resulted from errors in the property
record (unfinished areas, fire damage, excess frontage) and missing
exemptions.
EQUALIZATION RATIO
Each year the state computes a value (the equalization ratio)
representing a measure of the ratio of a property's assessed value to
its sale value ($assessed/*sell ing price). Sandot*n' value for 1991 is
1.15. This value was computed based on 93 sales from 10/01/90 to
9/27/91, of which only 36 were used since the others involved
foreclosures, bank sales, or family transactions. The individual
ratios varied from .90 to 1.56 with the median of 1.15 (507. above 1.15
and 50'/. below 1.15). Interestingly enough, the 1.55 value sale was not
the last sale but occurred on 3/11/91.
PROPERTY RECORDS
The amount you pay in property taxes is dependent on the
budgets you vote for at the school district and town meetings and the
appraised value of your property (my report in last year's toun report
expands on this). Your ars welcome to review you records during office
hours at the town hall. If you have any specific questions I will be





SANDOWN ZONING BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT
1991 Review
The Sandown ZBA had a relatively quiet year, hearing a total of 18 cases.
There were 14 requests for special exception and 4 requests for variance.
All of the requests were granted most with restrictions and/or contingencies
which needed to be satisfied. The reduced caseload reflects the general
economic situation of the region. It seems appropriate that the Board heard
a number of requests for commercial uses of property (i.e., home businesses).
It should be noted that for the first time, the Board employed an Aide to
handle the paperwork associated with applications, letters of decision, etc.
and to transcribe minutes of the monthly meetings. The Aide, who began in
March, is Susan Rice. Susan also serves as an Aide for the Planning Board,
as well as, maintaining similar responsibilities in surrounding towns. I
would like to extend the Board's thanks to Susan for a job well done.
A brief explanation of the ZBA's role in the community will hopefully give
rise to additional community interest in the Board's activities. The ZBA
is a volunteer group appointed by the Selectmen to hear three types of
appeals:
1. Variance - A request to permit the use of a piece of
property which does not meet one or more of the town's
land use ordinances.
2. Special Exception - A request to use a piece of property
in a way not specifically outlined in the town's ordinances.
3. Administrative Decision - A request to have an administrative
decision overturned which an individual feels was made in error.
The Board generally meets once a month to hear the above appeals. The Board
consists of five voting members and three alternate members. The ZBA's primary
objective is to maintain the balance between the rights of the property owner















We handled and disposed of a total of 1,529.69 tons of waste including an
estimated 20/22 tons of soft goods (livingroom furniture, box springs,
mattresses, large rugs, etc.) which was struck by lightning and burned.











Through research and negotiations, a price of $.90 per tire was achieved
for the removal of 2,400 tires.
Five months of negotiations with the Salvation Army in 1990 resulted in a
commitment to place on-site one clothes collection bos. Tremendous
participation by town residents resulted in an increase of two (2) more
boxes in 1991.
The E.P.A. has mandated the recycling of refrigerant chlorofluorocarbon
(CFC) which is one of the most potent ozone depleters, from all discarded
refrigerators/freezers and air conditioners by July 1, 1992. Each appliance
will be pumped out capturing the CFC Freon in proper cylinders. The depleted
appliances will then be handled as normal scrap metal.
The reclamation cost will have an impact on the 1992 Sanitation budget. The
Sanitation Department personnel make a tremendous effort in controlling proper
disposing of waste material ( s) . We can only be successful in achieving savings
if the townspeople dedicate themselves to disposing of waste material(s)
,
appliances, etc. which has been generated in Sandown only plus a greater
commitment to the Recycling program. (Please read the Recycling Committee's
report and statistics.)











The Recycling Committee experienced a good year in 1991 with some
membership changes, but all in all we achieved recycling progress over
1990. We broke our goal of 100 tons of recyclables bringing in 112 tons
and want to thank every resident that contributed and hope to welcome many
more into this activity in 1992.
The year began by acquiring a used vehicle that would result in being our
recycling collection and hauling vehicle. This was done through the
extensive efforts of Joe Berthiaume, who negotiated the acquisition, and
Bob Bragg, who has been performing the driving duties of the vehicle.
Unfortunately, the truck sat dormant up at the Transfer Station throughout
the winter. As soon as spring broke efforts began to make the truck road
worthy. These included submitting and receiving a grant from New Hampshire
the Beautiful for $1300 which was spent on painting the truck, making the
collection boxes for each bay of the truck, making the walkway around the
truck, and the recycling attendant's shed. We had a lot of volunteer help
that really made this all come about and we want to thank Woody Woodruff,
Greg Thomas, and Matt D'Ambrogio specifically along with everyone else that
helped Joe get this truck and facility into gear.
We put the truck into service in May. We did have a few start up problems
that took a little time to iron out, but once we got settled down we were
able to add PET plastics, HOPE Jug Plastic, HOPE Colored Plastic, and steel
or tin cans. The plastics don't bring a lot of weight or a lot of revenue,
but we are able to get that non-degradable product out of the waste stream
and put it to additional uses. We briefly attempted to start corrogated
recycling, but due to our lack of sufficient volume to warrant the proper
bailer it was proven inappropriate to collect. Our tin collection resulted
in only a single pull during our half year of collection. We have also
received several hundred dollars from returning refundables to
Massachusetts and regaining our nickel refund per can. Another area of
revenue has come from the Sunday waxy coupon sections which Tim Morrill has
been separating, collecting, and paying the Town twenty cents a pound for.
The Committee's education program, through the use of the Southeast
Regional Refuse Disposal District's (53-B) funding, continued throughout
the year. We were able to publish a Spring and Fall edition of the RISE
Newsletter and a summer Recycling Rules and Regulations reminder with an
optional magnet included. We are expecting additional funding to continue
through 199 2 and we are looking for new ways to get our message and
information to all of Sandown's residents.
Tom Carr, our co-Chairman, single handedly scripted a video presentation on
recycling education and Sandown's future plans. He utilized the assistance
of Tom Gainan, the Sandown Cable TV Committee, and Continental Cablevision
who recorded and produced the video as part of Sandown Today which aired in
September. We have placed a copy of our portion in the Sandown Public
Library for general borrowing. This was a very diligent and time consuming
feet for all involved and we are very thankful for all their efforts.
We maintian three areas of major concern and they are contamination of all
kinds, volume reduction through crushing, and separation. In the late
summer to early fall we had to change the drop off practices at the
Transfer Station because our market source was beginning to complain about
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the amovint of contamination beinging included in our recycling loads. We
are still finding considerable amounts of contamination in our newspapers.
Our aluminum cans, being our largest source of revenue, cause us to put
the truck on the road each week because we can't seem to get the needed
cooperation in crushing the non-refundable aluminum cans and therefore take
up considerable space in the truck.
Source separation or putting each different type of recyclable in a
separate bag or container at your house before delivering it to the
Transfer Station would really help alot. Unseparated recyclables force the
recycling attendant and the Recycling Committee volunteers at times to get
really backed up while determining the proper location of the recyclable or
removing caps or crushing the product.




Southeast Regional Refuse Disposal District 53-B
B6 Lafayette Road, P.O. Box 830
North Haapton, Nil 03862
(603) !t64-71l6
* Brentwood * Freuiont * Haiuptun * Hampton FaJls * Kensintrton * New CastJe
'North Hampton * Rye * Sandown * South Haiuptun
This Annual Report covers the poriuii Dereuiliei- 19'.)() to DereiulxM' 1991 in ncirorilance with
Section 2.7 of tlie District Agreement, which states that the District Committee shall hold
an Annual Meeting on the first Tuesday of December each year to receive reports, choose
officers, and appoint members to the Operating Comiiiiltee.
The District Agreement states that the District's fiscal year shall commence on April 1 and
shall end on March III of each year. The District liudgel covers this fiscal period.
At the Public Hearing: and Annual
Meeting on December 4, 1990, the District
elected the following Officers to serve













In addition to the Chainnaii aiui Vii;e-
Chairman, the Towns of Kensington (for
3 years), New Castle (for 2 years), and
Sandown (for 1 year) were selecteil to
serve as the Operating Committee of the
District.
rOMMITTF.RS 1990 - 1991
ADMINISTRATIVE
Michael O'Keefe, Fremont, Chair
Henry Mixter, North Hampton
Virginia Raub, Hampton
Joseph A. Melville, Hampton Falls
Robert Batchelder, Hampton Falls
Winthrop Comley, Hampton Falls





Robert Batchelder, Hampton Falls
James Rosencrantz, Kensington
Barton Carr, Now Castle
David Shuker, Sandown
Walter Hill, South Hampton
Member Towns Recycling Chairpersons
I.ANPFILL
Michael O'Keefe, Fremont, Chair
Alfred Felch, Koiisinglon
Paul Steeves. Kensington
F.dward Stringhaut, New Castle
SKPTAGE
Douglas Cowie, Brentwood
James Hartwetl, South Hampton
Joseph Melville, Hampton Falls
FROM DKCKMHKR 1990 - DRrKMRFR 1991:
The Recycling Committee continued to
study and make recommendations for a
Recycling Facility to be located at the
Fremont landfill site. On February 21,
1991 the District voted to table for
twenty-eight days the motion to proceed
with building and operating a recycling
facility in Fremont. At a special called
meeting on March 7, 1901, the (Tomiiiitlee
passed a motion to defer the
iiiiplemontation of the Fremont facility
until August 15, 1991. On August Ij,
1001 the vote was again tabled until
October 17, 1901. At the October
meeting, the motion to proceed with
building a Fremont recycling facility was
defeated.
The Recycling Committee continued the
Grant Program for edu(;ation and public
relations. Hrentwood, I'reiiiont, Hampton,
North Hampton, Sandown, and South
Hampton applied for, and received,
grants which totaled S7,542.5U. Again,
the Recycling Committees have done an
excellent job in producing educational
materials for their comiiiunities.
$10,000.00 has been budgeted to continue
this program in 1002-1093.
Household Hazardous Waste was, and is,
an on-going issue for the Recycling
Committee. The committee began
planning a series ol' household
hazardous waste collection days and also
useii oil and used tire collection
programs fur member towns.
A Stale Household Hazardous Wasle
Advisory Commlltee was established and
Henry Mixter, Bob Batchelder, and
Barton Carr were appointed as the
District representatives to that
committee. Mr. Batchelder has attended
most of the meetings in Concord and
reports that the comiiiiltee is ac:live and
working and has ongoing efforts on
House Rill 776 with recommendalions and
comments.
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The Landfill portion of the District
operations continued with lonff-tem
contract with Waste Management of New
Hampshire. Brentwood, Fremont, New
Castle, North Hampton, and Rye shipped
to the Turnkey Landfill Facility in
Rochester this past year. The tipping
fee at Turnkey from July 1, 1901
through June 30, 1992 is $50.18. We
project the tipping fee for 1992-1993 will
be between $51.45 and $52.00 depending
on the CPI at January 1, 1992.
The Septage Committee and Waste-to-
Energy portions of the District were
inactive and will continue to be so.
Walter Hill of South Hampton, chairman
of the Liaison Committee met with
several key people in towns not
currently members of the District.
IN THK llPrOUINC, YEAR:
The Administrative portion of the
District will be reduced to a half-time
operation. The present office location
will be maintained, and the
Administrative Assistant's hours will be
reduced to twenty hours per week.
The Recycling Committee will continue to
explore options for processing
recyclables for market. The committee
will also continue the planning for two
household hazardous waste days and a
used oU and used tire program for
member towns.
The Liaison Committee will continue to
work to establish stronger relationships
with the Boards of Selectmen in the
member municipalities, and improving
communications with other 149-M towns.
The District will continue to operate its
brush/wood chipper. The chipper will
be delivered and picked up at no charge
to the member municipalities. The use
of the chipper may be scheduled by
calling the District Office or the Hampton
Department of Public Works.
The District continues to have an
agreement with Waste Not, Inc. for stump
grinding and wastewood/wood demolition
disposal. This service is located at the
Town of Hampton landfill and is available
to all member municipalities. It operates
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday from
9:00 AM to 4:00 PM. A fee is charged
for the use of the service. Further






Library Report - 1991
What a wonderful beginning to our 100th year of service to the people of Sandown!
For the fourth year in a row, both circulation and visitor statistics have
increased and we now have a beautiful new addition which more than doubled the
library space.
Everyone who has visited the "new" library has been very positive about the
enlarged area. During construction, library users were understanding and
patient as we shifted from one space to another; changed entrance doors three
times; and dealt with unpacking and reshelving of the materials. I must also
commend the contractors who worked on the building. They were all very
professional, courteous and most of all, willing to work around library hours.
I certainly appreciated their cooperation.
On Sunday, October 27, the Library held the Official Dedication Ceremony for
the new addition and over 300 people including former Trustees, librarians,
state and local officials visited to celebrate our grand opening.
I cannot begin to thank all the volunteers who have helped with the project
from the original Building Committee members to the fundraisers to the volunteer
book movers to the flood controllers. My heartfelt gratitude is extended to
each and everyone of you. I must acknowledge one volunteer whose tireless
efforts from the very beginning has seen this project through. Dr. Paul
Densen, chairman of the Trustees and the Building Committee, has given many
hours of service to the Library to see this addition project completed. Paul
kept us going; was willing to listen to different ideas; never lost sight of
the objective and never gave up on the goal. Without his dedication and
determination, the addition would never have become a reality. Thank you,
Paul, for everything.
Library programs, under the direction of Assistant Librarian, Deirdre
Laplante, have been very successful this year. We sponsored eight adult
programs and ten childrens' programs.
Two new services the Library was able to offer this year were the Boston
Museum of Science pass and a public-access computer. The Museum pass was
made available to Sandown residents through donations from the Sandown Mothers
Club and the Sandown Friends of the Library. We thank these two groups for their
generous gift. A public-access computer was also donated to the Library and
has been installed in the Computer Room. The Library thanks Anita Laporte and
Kasey Campbell for the computer, printer and most of all, their expertise.
No Library can function without the many volunteers who support library services.
Sandown Library is no exception especially this year. As I mentioned before,
we have been very fortunate to have many volunteers who have helped in every
way possible to keep the library running smoothly and who help improve the
services the library is able to offer. Two groups of volunteers have been
especially supportive this year and we thank them for their efforts. The
Sandown Mothers Club has generously donated the proceeds from their Santa
Sale to offset the cost of the Museum pass and the Sandown Friends of the
Library remain loyal friends raising money to support library programs. We
thank both of the groups and all other volunteers for their time and effort.
As we begin the next 100 years of library service, I look forward to working
with the Board of Trustees to continue improving the services offered at the
library. My goals are to increase the hours; to increase library holdings;
and to increase adult programs.
On behalf of the Library Board of Trustees and the Library Staff, I thank
the residents of Sandown for their continued support of the Library and look
forward to seeing all of you in the Library during 1992. Remember Libraries

































































Shelving expenditure of $4227.29 was amount of interest







The dedication of the new addition to the Sandown Town Library on
October 27th marked the culmination of five years of planning and
fund raising on the part of many people. More than 200 people
attended the affair.
The new addition approximately doubled the size of the Library making
an additional 3,648 square feet of sorely-needed space available at a
cost of a little over $38.00 per square foot. In the period from 1987
to the end of 1991, circulation more than doubled from 8,577 to 22,035
items. During the same period, visits to the Library also more than
doubled.
It is a pleasure to report that the final result came within the available
budget. The total cost of the new addition came to $141,489 of which
$109,000 represented public funds approved at regular town meetings. The
balance was raised privately through various fund-raising activities and
donations.
In the five years since the building effort was launched, many people
in addition to the Librarian and Trustees serving ex officio, have
contributed their time and talents. Their efforts are deeply appreciated.
Among these have been:









Barbara Lachance, ex officio
Susan Lafleur
Amelia Leiss, ex officio
Hazel Marlowe
Tina Owens , ex officio
Cathy Pinard
Nancy Robinson, ex officio
Hazel Rogan
Karen Valentine, ex officio
Cathy Wright, ex officio
Thanks are also due to the Library staff so ably directed by Barbara
Lachance and to Gerry Lachance without whose services as Clerk of the
Works, the task would have been considerably more difficult.
In the last analysis it is the support of the citizens of Sandown that
has turned the dreams of the Trustees, the staff and the Building Committee
into reality. To all of them, we extend our deepest appreciation.





The Sandown Recreation Commission is still active in town and is currently
seeking new members.
We are proposing a warrant article for $4,500 for improvements at the Roy
Miller Recreation Field to include $1,500 for two sets of bleachers (one
each at the two existing fields) and $3,000 to be used for equipment time
to repair damage done by Hurricane Bob and to begin construction of an
additional baseball diamond adjacent to the upper field.
We look forward to serving the town in 1992 and encourage residents to








The Conservation Commission has been fairly busy during
the past year. After a number of quiet years, the Commission
^ , - has attempted to provide the town with some of the benefits that
^ the Commission could help provide. As you may know, budget requests
by the Commission for funding from the town were low or nonexistent in
past years. For 1992, we have proposed a larger budget in light of the projects
that we are developing.
^OWN
The Commission has been active in seeking to improve utilization of the Town
Forests and other town lands through the emplojrment of a registered forester.
At present, we are developing a management program that will address the need
for open space in a growing town, wildlife management, timber management and
revenue and expanded recreational opportunities in the town forests.
At present, we are negotiating conservation trail easements with the developer
of a large tract of land near the center of town. We hope that this will be the
beginning of a hiking/nature trail system that will crisscross the town. Ideally
j
we would like to connect any Sandown trail system to that of neighboring towns so
as to expand the availability of good outdoor resources that would be close to
home for our residents.
The Commission has continued to respond to residents' complaints concerning the
violation of wetlands and Conservation ordinances and State statutes. We have
done everything possible within the scope of present statute and ordinance to
maintain Sandown 's environment and rural character.
In conjunction with attempting to establish a trail system and comprehensive
forest management program, we are investigating ways of expanding the acreage
of the Town Forest. The results of increased acreage would: allow the town
the ability to create a larger trail system base; increase acreage under
professional forest management, thereby increasing potential forest product
revenues and increasing the quality of woodland resources and wildlife habitat.
In summary, the Conservation Commission has been doing its level best to manage
the Town Forest effectively and to promote forest uses that will benefit the
residents of Sandown. We have been trying to monitor wetlands impacts caused
by development and to respond to any alleged violations that are reported to
the Board of Selectmen or the Conservation Commission.
This year with the start of our trails program and other Conservation programs,
the Commission will need volunteers to help in layout and establishment of the
trails and other conservation work. We invite all interested parties to attend
the Conservation Commission meetings at the Town Hall and to participate in
bettering our conservation and forest management efforts. We will have a larger





SANDOWN CABLE TELEVISION ADVISORY BOARD
19 91 ANNUAL REPORT
The Sandown Cable Television Advisory Board (CTAB) serves
as a liaison between Sandown cable subscribers and
Continental Cablevision, produces some local programming,
and sets guidelines for cablecasting local shows made by
independent producers.
The Cable Board mediated problems experienced by Sandown
cable subscribers. The CTAB also worked to broaden and
improve cable coverage.
The CTAB met with Continental management to review their
procedures for handling customer calls. In addition, we
worked with Continental to get high school sports shown on
cable after problems arose.
Several shows produced independently by Sandown residents
were cablecast this year, including Candidates' Night,
Playmates' Preschool, and a forum on public safety
presented by the Sandown Police. The feature program
"Sandown Today," aired with such diverse segments as a
salute from Sandown Central School Students to U.S. troops
in Desert Storm, Recycling, hot air balloonists, Little
League Baseball, Girl and Boy Scouts, the Sandown Depot,
and Town Clerk Ed Garvey
.
The Cable Television Advisory Board believes that community
television programming can provide a vital service to
Sandown. We encourage anyone with an interest in producing
cable television to get involved. Pei uw cable contract,
Continental Cablevision employees teach classes in
television production free of charge to Sandown residents.
Whether you have a problem with cable service that is not
resolved by Continental , have an interest in producing
community television, or would like more information about
becoming a member of the Board, you should contact
Chairman Tom Gainan at 887-2897.
Respectfully Submitted,
Tom Gainan, Chairman Al LaCroix
Erik Lourette Ray Tode (ex officio)




The economic climate has contributed to a slowdown in building activity
this past year in Sandown. During this year, we have been and continue
to be involved with the inspections of properties listed as "seasonal".
This past year, 1991, a total of 135 permits were issued (164 in 1990),
as well as 30 permits renewed. There were permits for 8 new single-
family dwellings this year vs. 30 for 1990 and 42 for 1989.
This year, 1992, could see a dramatic increase in single-family dwellings
as one of the larger projects gets under way with 70+ homes.
An even closer relationship is being maintained between this office and
the Board of Selectmen, Board of Adjustment, Assessor and other inspectors:
Electrical, Plumbing, Driveway, Chimeny and Oil Burner.
Permits for 1991











1991 was not quite as busy for the Electrical Inspectors. I have been
pleasantly surprised to find that the quality of electrical installations
in Sandown has not diminished during these less than robust times.





SANDOWN MUNICIPAL SPACE NEEDS COMMITTEE
Retirement in 1992!
The Space Needs Committee was first appointed as a result of
a Special Town Meeting in September 1988. Original goals were
to examine, evaluate, plan and organize the Town's needs for
additional space.
After four years of this process, a new municipal offices
annex providing space for both Town Clerk/Tax Collector and
the Board of Selectmen, multi-usage area for the Planning
Board, Building Inspector and other Town
Inspectors/Committees was completed in 1990. In 1991 the
existing bathrooms were replaced with handicap bathrooms and
a fireproof vault was built adjacent to the Town Clerk/Tax
Collector's Office.
The Space Needs Committee is going into retirement in 1992 as
it is not aware of any immediate Town space needs.
Special appreciation is expressed to all the volunteers both
personal and professional who have aided the efforts of this






Sandown Elementary School Space Needs Committee
1991 Annual Report
The Sandown Elementary School Space Needs Committee studied future school
needs, evaluated numerous alternatives and presented a recommendation for
meeting the town's future school needs. Originally created at the 1991
Town Meeting, members were appointed by the Moderator.
In order to assess the town's future school needs, the committee managed
a census of preschool-age children already living in town. Many volunteers
called households and later walked door-to-door to count children. As a
result, the committee determined that there will be approximately 600
children of elementary school age in the town and even allowing for five (5)
percent of children to be educated at home or in private schools, we will
have a need to house 570 children. This compares with today's enrollment of
390 in the Sandown Central School.
The committee examined a number of alternatives to provide education for
these children. These included double sessions, mixing grades, busing
students among the four towns, year-round school, leasing other space in
town and tuitioning students to private schools. None of these alternatives
proved feasible at this time.
Members also investigated building an addition to the existing school. But
most members felt that, because no land is available, we could not be eligible
for state aid to pay for 50% of construction costs. There is currently 5.25
acres on the present site and we would need 9 acres to meet state standards
today and 11 acres to accommodate future enrollment.
Based on the projected student need, the lack of other alternatives and the
safety of the present site, the Committee voted to recommend building a new
Sandown Elementary School. Members worked with the School Board and the
NH Department of Environmental Services to make sure that this site would
be buildable. The Stagecoach Road site was cleaned of tree stumps and
other waste, as identified in engineering studies prior to purchase, at
no cost to the taxpayer using escrow funds. The majority of the Committee
believes that the new school will be the best long-term solution to the
town's elementary school space needs and that education is the best investment
in Sandown 's future.
Respectfully submitted,















SANDOWN HISTORICAL SOCIETY - 1991
Thanks to the townspeople, the Depot has a new roof. During Hurricane Bob,
water came through in many places. Many items on the walls were wet but,
thankfully, some of our members were in the building and moved things to a
dry place.
A new furnace has been installed and is now in working condition. Some of
our rolling stock has been painted and new parts are being made for the
velocipede. The first flanger car has been underway toward being a dining
car. Painting has been started and new windows are being installed. Loam
has been spread and grass will soon start growing around the building.
There is a new cannon placed on Cannon Rock at the corner of Depot Road and
Main Street. This was a gift of Malcolm Noyes who lived in Sandown as a boy.
Many new items too numerous to mention were donated during the year and we
want to thank each and every one of the donors. We welcome all articles
from the past both large and small. This is what makes the museum an
interesting place to visit. It belongs to the people of Sandown. This
past year, we had 370 visitors sign the guest book. 138 of them were
from Sandown. Others were from as far away as Prince Edward Island,
Canada, Florida and California.
There is lots of work to be done and help of all kinds would be appreciated.
The Depot is open to visitors every Sunday (1:00 to 5:00 PM) from May 30th
to November 1st and other times by appointment.
Tee shirts, sweatshirts and sweatpants with the Depot logo plus other items












DATE NAME OF BRIDE S GROOM
PLACE OF
BIRTH NAME OF OFFICIANT
JUL 21 JOSEPH SYLVESTER ANGERS, II MASS
EILEEN CARROW DECOITO MASS
JUL 27 SCOTT H. BOODAKIAN MASS
JUDY A. JOHNSON MASS
SEP 18 ALAN CALAMARI CONN
LAURA DENISE ROSENTHAL FLORIDA
MAY 11 JOm DENNIS CANDELA MASS
SUSAN ROSEMARY SABLE MASS
OCT li+ KEITH STEPHEN CLARK MASS
JODI FAXON NH
AUG 2k ROBERT SCOTT COLBY MASS
JANA LYNN WILLIAMS-COUTU MAINE
NOV 30 JEFFREY AYER CURRIER MASS
DIANNE JOSEPHINE MOREHOUSE MARTIN CANADA
MAR 23 PAUL DAVID DARANCHUC MASS
DONNA RAE DEVINE MASS
JAN 1 THOMAS FRANCIS DOUCETTE MASS
GEORGIANA ELIZABETH MCMAHON MASS
NOV 9 SCOTT ROBERT EDGERLY MASS
MICHELLE MARIE FEOLI MASS
AUG 2 ROBERT NEWELL ELLSWORTH MASS
ANGEUA MARIE HUMPHRIES JOAQUIM MASS
APR Ik JOHN ERIC EVANS NH
JOANN JELEN PINARD NH
JUN Ik JEFFREY SCOTT FAIA MASS
COLENE GAGNON MASS
OCT 19 ROBERT GEORGE FISHWICK .MASS
CHARITY FAITH SAHL IOWA
OCT 5 ROBERT DAVID FRASER MASS
KELLY JEAN HAYES MASS
JUL 27 RICHARD F. YAZINKA MASS
JAN M. MINK ALLARD RI
RUTHANN CONNOLLY, JP
NELSON HOWARD, III, MINISTER
REV EDWARD J. CHAREST, METHODIST
MINISTER
NANCY J. BROWALL, JP
DONNA J. FARRAR, JP
RICHARD J. RONDEAU, JP
REV ROBERT F. DOBSON, PASTOR
VIRGINIA R. TRAVERSY, JP
ELEANOR M. ZAREMBA, JP
RICHARD J. RONDEAU, JP
NANCY GRANT, JP
RICHARD J. RONDEAU, JP
RICHARD J. RONDEAU, JP
JOI-rg H. LAMPREY, JP
REV FLORENT R. BILODEAU, RC PRIEST
HAROLD F. ROBERTS, PASTOR
MARRIAGES
1991
DATE NA^E OF BRIDE S GROOM
PLACE OF
BIRTH NAME OF OFFICIANT
JAN 27 CONSTANT MICHAEL GUAY
DONNA MARIE BLADES
NOV 2 CLIFTON HENRY HODGES
MILDRED LOUISE BURKE
APR 28 MICHAEL J. HOLM
PAULA M. PERRY
APR 13 RICHARD THOMAS LAVIGNE
DONNA MARIE RIZZO
JUN 29 PETER DOMENIC LECCE5E
SHELLEY LYNN SANFORD
JUN 15 DANIEL JOSEPH MULHALL
STACEY JEAN LYNCH
MAR 23 KEVIN CHARLES MCLEOD
JENNIFER LEE WIGGIN
OCT 26 SCOTT EDWARD NADEAU
JULIE ELLEN LITCH
NOV 23 KEVIN MICHAEL NAGLE
THERESA MARIE BOWMAN
APR 26 GERALD DANIEL O'BRIEN III
JANICE MARIE ALTMAN
mR 21 PAUL J. OTT
CHERYLYN L. HILLNER CARLTON
DEC 27 ALFRED CHARLES PARAH
PEGGY ANNE ALOISIO LYNN
APR 14 WILFRED A. ROWE
STEPHANIE ANN COOK
MAY h MICHAEL SHERIDAN
PATTI JEAN GROULX
DEC 21 JOSEPH TODD STILKEY
LAURA ANNMARIE LOURETTE
AUG 19 BARRY THOMAS SULLIVAN
SARAH ANNE CLARKE LEATHERS
JUN. 22 GARY WILLIAM TRAVERS
CINDY RODRICK
CANADA BERNARDINE P. DONELSON, JP
MASS
















ANTHONY G. DEMETRACOPOULOS, JP
SUSAN F. JAREK-GLIDDEN, REVEREND
STEVEN MURRAY, REVEREND
REV FLORENT R. BILODEAU, RC PRIEST
WENDELL J. IRVINE, MINISTER
REV EDWARD C. DOHERTY, RC PRIEST
RICHARD J. RONDEAU, JP















RICHARD J. RONDEAU, JP
DAVID T. INGERSON, JP
DONALD J. ROACHE, JP
STEVEN MURRAY, REVEREND
EDWARD C. GARVEY, JP
MARTIN J. HARMAN, JP
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3510 BAUliHKAii, DA'JID J.
3681 BAUhuER, EDwARD F.
113'/ BEAUCHAftP Illf LEO E.
3882 BEAUChAnr, LEO E. Ill
121 oEAUDETTE, ALAN R.
122 BEAULIEU, DANIEL D.
122 BEAULIEU, DANIEL D.
2155 BEAULIEU, ^,Et;RY J.
2157 BEAULIEU, PAoLiNE i.
124 BEAULIEU, UILLIAtt J.
130 BEDARD, GERALD P.
132 BEDARD, ROBERT A.
136 BEtCROFT, HORTON F.
2156 BELL JR., FRANK E.
2669 BELL, DON J.
2439 BELL, FRANK
3626 BELL, JOHN G. Ill
139 BtLLANTONI, JOSEPH D.
144 BELLEVILLE, WILLIS
144 BELLEVILLE, UILLIS
4072 BELLIVEAU, BRIAN P.
3359 BENOIT, TIMOTHY F.
3555 BERGER, ELLIOTT N.
147 BERTHIAUME, JOSEPH F.
149 BEr^TONCINI, PAUL R>
2994 BERUBt, SCOTT A.
33bi BETT3, ALLAN
4114 BIBEAU, JEAiyitETTE T.
4052 BiBEAU, STEVEN J.
151 BIBLE, DARRELL
153 BICICFORD, MrtY V.
3765 BICKNELL, BRUCE C.
3744 BIBoOOD, ANDRE* M.
2806 BIERY, WALTER L.
3742 BISHOP, CYNTHIA J.
159 BISHOP, hELVIN H.
1340 BijSETTE, SAi^DRA
3139 B:S80NNen£, RICHARD
162 BLACK, FREDERICK L.
162 BLACK, FREDERICK L.
3lci8 BLAiR JR., KUBERT A.
166 BLAKE, B, FREDERICK
166 BLAKE, D. FREDERICK
166 BLAKE, L. FREDERICK
1&6 BLAkE, D. FREDERICK
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d62 riENRi) I'ETci^ c>
33V1 HEN3IEK, TKOnAS G.
(io3 ilL.riItc.RTf Bi^RBnRA
864 HERhAN, 3TEPHEU R.
J836 liEliJEY RUi'iD Ii'tVELOPhENT GROUP
5o6 HERanFIELDi SAh C.
haa iiERjI-tr lELLif bhiM C>
6o3 riETCHKAj RAYhOND li.
ou3 KETOiiKAt RAVhoiiD b,
2772 REVESiij fiARK L.
670 HIGGiitSt LEiic^lIS G.
572 HIGGINii hiCHAEL Hi
&72 iUGGII'I'sr HICHAlL Hi
372 HIGuIfiSj HIChAEL Hi
B72 HIGuIi>IS( iHICriAEL Hi
872 HIGGiNSi MICHAEL Hi
37'11 iilGGii'tSr PEouf' Li
573 nIGHAhl ANLREW Ki
d/j HILLf ROBERT Ni
377 HINGGToN, FLORENCE Mi
0/3 Hiii'iGSiOi'it ROBERT Bi
377 HOAG, RCBEr.T d
3740 HOBBSt lHARLES
309 HuLtunTE IV, EBliARt
oiiii nOLLniu>t oiEPhEl^ «•
304 HOLM, RICHARIi Ai
Goo nuLMEOr EVERETT Ei
666 HCLnES, EVERETT Ei
3o8 riOLi'iES, Oi EVERETT
3U8 HOLMES, oi EVERETT
doi iiuLriEa, JOHW Bi
2303 HOLMES, PETER
870 HOOPcri, OLEOLE Ri
395 HORTON, BARRY Ai
3>3o0 iiO.iTON, liARIuN
8?7 HOuCK, JOHN fli
3423 HuiiinRIi, BARRY Ji
3^39 HOUELL, ROBERT J,
6'i'i iiuialiiGTOIt, JArlES
3v9 HOUINGTON, JftMEa
sOlii nUYT fSEnL ESTATE TROST
40;o HOYT REAL ESTATE TRUST
4016 iiuYT REAL ESTATE TRuoT
34o8 HOYT, ,nEVIN
901 lIuARO, RuBEriT Ai
641
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V03 riaiiFili, v'ENiiNT D.
1279 HUBLEY, ALf.» £.
o39A HUCKINSi RhLPH £.
2688 HUGHES III, DEAN h.
VOj HUiiF'HlsEYr JEhi'iNETTE s.
';06 HUNT, JONATnnN L.
402j liijisll, ncLLIE iliiriY
TIO HURRAY, JOHN J,
iU HYNDS, JG;U F.
715 InCOMINI, FRA.^LIS n.
j40a iAbOiilNO Jis>, VIi'iJEKT jhiiES
3404 lACOftlNO JR., VINCENT JAriES
3406 inCGi'lING JRti VlnCEf'iT JnhEB
3406 lACOMINO JR., VINCENT JAriES
917 iriCOi*UCCI, ROBEfu
3937 I(iNDOLO, flARYANNE
919 IGOE JR., ItllLLlAi'l J.
921 ILLER, FAYETTE
922 lUrnNTi, .'SlCHARIl F.
926 INGRAHAN, TERANCE 3.
37j3 IvcRJuN, IihVII> E.
928 JnCKSGN, GEORGE N.
932 Jni'iGi'lG, liGNnLL G.
2327 JANVRIN, ROBERT
joil JB3 REALTY TriJSr
936 JEAN, EVERETT J.
538 JEAN, EVcnETT j,
3159 JENCRICK, LANItL S.
2330 JENKINS, KciVIN M>
940 JENKINS, RALFH C.
3j09 JuriNSON, HOLLY C.
946 JUHNSON, HUUARIi R.
9*16 JGKNSuN, hOwnrlD Tw
9t6 JOHNSON, hOhARL R.
916 junNSON, lludlARIi Ti.
947 JOhNbCN, NANCY E.
9:;o JuHNSON, NANCY J.
67 JUHNUON, F'AULA
l^i'* JOHNJON, ROBEliT J.
952 JOHNbCN, ROBERT 0.
953 JOHNjON, STEr'iiEN 0.
954 JUHNCTON, HARRY L.
960 JONcb, PAUL 0.
9e2 JOSEPH, PETER E.
963 JJjGE, GARY R.
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TCUN OF Bdtmm, ti.ti.
StQUENCEb BY Hht\l - TAXES RiJJNIiED %
KUKICIPAL TAX EILLINo SYSTEh
PAGE* 27
i oLut-CiEI' ti» ALL F'RuFEfiTIES
TH.E ; PnaFERTY INVEhTORY hnSTEF; LIST
LnTZ ! 02/01/72 TnhNiFER C'Li 43
TOUN OF SAKLDUN, N.H.
SEQUtHCEIi BY NAiiE - TAXES riuUNDEt »
HUHICIPAL TAX BILLINb SYSTEH
PAGE* 2a
i SELECiEL LY". ALL FRUr'ERTIES
TITLE : FriOFEnTY liWErtTDRY hrtSTEn LIST lOm OF SANDOWN, N.H. hUNICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEh
IiniE ; 02/04/ ,'2 Tr4n.iB,-E.S CTLi 43 StQUEi<CEt bY KhME - TAXES RuUNIiEt » PAGE* 29
» SELECTED BY! ALL FROPERTIEG BUlLDIfiii LAND CURREMT EXEMPTIONS NET
nCT; PliGFEFiTY 0;<HErs SEiSi JiAPi LOTi VALUE VALUE USE OFF ynLUATIOH VALUATION
jOn6 U'CONrtOn, Do.^ALC J. 1493 OS 023-01-17 119,700 R 70,700 Fi 190,400
2^,36 D'DONiDHUE, hlCliAEL t, 1112 06 021-10 98,500 R 64,9u0 R 163,400
3S33 G'uALLEY, EIi*nSD J. 1386 07 026-13 103,300 R 71,300 R 174,600
I3v5 O'NEAL, JAHES E. 1115 05 010 112,000 R 5o,000 R 168,000
1377 j'iiElL, oORtiuN F. 1116 03 013-04 j6,900 R 77,100 R 134,000
1397 uNEIL, GORIiUN F.
13;/' O'nEIL, oURIiuN F.
3576 G'NEIL, HilnAE;. K.
1399 U'ttEiLL, jAMEb A.
2964 Q'lJEILL, hARY ElLEN
139S U'iilEILL, ROBERT B.
2963 O'ftOURKE, i.ICHAEL
1379 uBI'Ei'tS, DuitnLb t\,
1332 GBERLE, ROGER L.
13u2 UBERLE, ROGER C<
l3f>3 uBRIE», BEitNIj F>
138S ULIiriELB, BEN F
2469 OLjiIiTlAL, LbiSnLt L.
13^'! uLSSoii, BAViL
3364 OFiBAii, CHESTER F.
3921 OriiiONI), RuBZRT C.
1-iOl OSBORNE, THbrtrtS L.
1401 OsBORi^E, TnOiiAS L>
1403 O'M, Alexander Ri
1403 OSKI, ALEXAitBER R,
1403 OSKI, ALEXANDER R.
4102 OSTiiOi^, RoBERT U>
1406 CTT, PAUL J.
1407 FACE JR., Ai^THONY a.
3767 PACULA, EhiL P.
140? PAOE, MAuRiCE fi>
1411 PAGE, THOnAa J.
lo2 FAINCHAUB, ALAN L,
1412 PnINO, JAJlES A.
1413 FAJAix, JAHE3 A.
249B PnLERi'iO, Dn'v'ID A.
I4lj FnLMER Jrii, nnNiuRIl H>
3585 PALMCR, BONNIE
36j/ rnLOo, ROBEriT At
14i7 FANAuIO, LOUIS T.
1419 r'ADLINi, DOfitNIC
3512 PAOuINI, JGHN F.
2795 PnOLUCCI, CLuiiGE N.
2j04 PARuDIE, tilCHnEL Rt
li20 FARAH, ALFRED 3.
1769
'ITLE I rfiOr'EnTl INyEl'liuriY iflASTEFi i.i3T TOUri DF SriNBOUN, N.H.
SEaUEMCED BY NAKE - TiHXEs riOoliLEIi '>>
MUKICIPAL TAX EILLIJJG SYSTEM
PAGE4 30
f 5r.u£Ci'EI' I'll ALL PriuFERTIES
SElit hAf-i
rF.OFZf\Tr Ihv'ciuOFiY hASTER LIST
u2/0't/"/2 TniiiiarEri CTLi 43
TGilN OF SANIiUW, t^.H,
oEilUEMCEL BY NA.nE - TrtXcS .'iOUiutli t
hUNICIFAL TAX BILLIK& SYSTEh
P6GEt 31
i SllECTEIi £Y: All rf,GfEF»TIES
» f'^^df Li"iTY GMiicri HnP* LOi
BUILDING
: PRCriRTY INVENTUr.Y hflSTER Lit!
: 02/04/92 TriAiisrEfi cm 43
TOUK OF ShUmWi, N.K.
SEQlJEIiCED BY NAME - TftXES ^GUHtEIi t
HUNICIPAL TAX BILLIKG SYSTEh
PnGE* 32
t SZuECiEI EV: r,LL PFlOFERTIES











i;i.O F DRIER , WAr.ii F.
14di rOTTEFi) LEICEjTER R.
l-;o2 PCTTErii ROdEFiI E.
Hqj TjuLIri Jli.r C'lihisLEa ti.
l^iS^ FRftTT, CHARuES li.
i'lfZ FriEJCOTTr rinS&AF.ET Ti
AijAb FRICE, GLENN il.
l-iS-i F'MTLriAr>Ii| AiiiiE E.
l';95 PRu'v'ujTi ALBERT n.
i'i/'o FmJ&Eii, rinRCiLD h.
l-;?7 PUBLIC SERVICE CO. OP N.n.
iOj-i rufiii F-vEALi'Y TRUiiT
Zcbb rUOFOLC, firtFiY
l-i';9 ruuLi, MILTijiJ a.
1502 GUINN, ROY L.
36-1J R i L FArllLY TRd'jT
2S0-; RiS REh..TY CORP.
200^1 R4S FiEALTY COrtr.
260-1 RoE. RErtLTV CORP.
2i.\'-i Rio REALTY CORP.
2o04 R«S REALTY CORP.
280^ RSO REALTY CORP.
280'^ RiS REALTY CORF
.
i02-« R. P. II. nCFiTH i\uAI) FRLIST
4153 RACITI, LONKA P., TRUSTEE
3J03 RAGGNESE) ALFIu J.
3476 RnoUST, hAFiU J.
130 J RnLSTOii) JOHN J.
3ii6l RANDELL, VERNON '
itol RANtELLi VEFiiiON
14Bi RANNEY, ELICSA A.
2d0j RATI L I (jLEMN n.
150A RAUbEb, MARY C.
1307 RA.IUNGi ARTHUR t.
1507 RAwI'If<(j| AF;TriiJR D.
1j07 RimIiIUG, AaTHIIR D.
150& RAY, CHESTER A,
ISO'y Rnl, EuGEi'iE L.
15U REARIiUl*, U^LLIAfl C.
25/^ RErAL JR., YllOhnG E.
4120 RElin REALTY Trib'LT
1317 REDhuNL, LEGNAhD T.
3b37 REEL, DAVID J,




FriOFERTY INVEKTORY rWSTER LIST
02/04/92 T;'irtNS^"£^^ CTLJ «
TOWN OF SriNLQUN, K.H.
StQUENCED BY WftME - TftXES RiiUNtED t
MUNICIPAL "TAX BILLINb SYSTEh
PAGE* 33
t SlLECTEL by; AlL PnOPERIIEG
nCfi F'uOFEFiTY CUi'iEri GEfit hAF'4
F.QrLnTl INvZiiTORY fiAjTEn LIST
2/0'i/''7'2 TFiiii'ijrLri CTLI 43
TOiiN Or SiiraCwN, N.H,
.
SEQUEhlEL by iJiiriE - TttXES riCiUiJDEIi
«U(<ICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEfi
* jZi.CCT£L ril iiLL F'ROF LriTIZb
PRUFER7Y INVENTORY HnSTER LIST
02/'04/'V2 TSANSFtR CTL; 43
TOUN OF Sr.NIiOUN, N.n.
SEQUENCED BY HhfiE - T/.XES RObNiiED »
MUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PAGE* 35
* SEuECTED by: ALL PRUPERTIEb
ACT* Pi-iOFERTV D«NER 3£Ri MA?» Lor*
BUILDINt
Lrtl
PF,Or£f,TV IInVEKToRY rtftSTcR LIST TOUK OF SAMLOUi«, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY m,l - T^XcS ROU.n'I.ED :l
HUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYSTEh
PAGE4 26
t selEctec by;
.E : PROPERTY INyENTURY hriSTZR LIST
E ; 02/04/92 YAiiNSFtR C7Lt 43
TOUN OF SAi^UOUN, N.H.
SEQUENCED BY NWIE - TrtXES SOUiJDEIi »
hUNICIPAL TAX BILLINb SYSTEh
PAGE* 37
oClECTEL BY! ALL PFvOPEFiTIES
TITLE
DhTE
rFi0r'EF;7Y INVEHTURY hrtSTEri LIST
02/04/92 TSniiSFES CTL* 43
TOUN UF SMtDCUN, N.H.
StQUENCEL BY UftrtE - TAXES ROUNLED *
HUNICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEr,
PAGE* 38
i SElECTEL by: all PROFEftTIEb
TITlE : PF,OfERTY IK'v'ENTOftY hnSTEF; LIST
liiiTE ; 02/0t/y2 Th(iN3Ft?i CTL* l3
t iEtECTEIi by; all PROPERTIES
riCft PnOPEKTI OWNER jEtSi hnrt
TOUN OF SiirJIiGiitM N.H.














1/^8 jiC2E?AHbl\Ii ELJ'iUitli h,
i7j0 SZOT, JOHN
4062 TABEB CuRrGRATIuN
1751 TrtBOR, CHr.RLEb S.
41^3 TAFFEr SUZAt-lrJE I,
1752 TAKACS, LIJLINA E.
17j2 TnKACS) LOLIiin Ei
3082 TALLC, STEFHEN
2923 TnliBORIril) rilCHARIi !••
1755 TAflhANY, FRELEaICN
175 J TArihANYi FREDERICK
i75G TAMULAITIS, JUHn V.
17jB TniS'JLnlTIG, JOHN V,
1760 TfiRLINi ROtERT I>
iZ^iZ TrtYLCR, JUnN U.
3543 TAYLOR, JOHN U.
3333 TAYLofif ixOGEn BEnLE
1763 TEA3UE JR., Fr!EDERlLl\ E>
r/63 TtAuJE JR., FnEDERIuft E.
2626 TEBO TRUSTEE, hnUREEN
2623 TEBO, DA'JID A.
2863 TENAGLIA, PETER L.
1763 TENNEY JR., EUGENE I.
1767 TENNEY, EUOENL F.
1767 TENNEY, EUGENE F.
2711 TERLIKOSia, JOSEPH
1612 TEFiRY, SKftTiON F.
3192 TESOftO, ERNEST R.
1770 TEoSITOi'iE, JAflEij H.
31B1 THERIAULT, GERARD P.
1771 TnuRRIEN, HARCEL
4101 THEUS, GArtY 5.
1773 'iriiBAULT, JEAN R.
1776 ThIEEAULT, TnOhAG
2713 THIBuDEAJ, .'aCHARD F.
177a THIMONS, ALLEN J,
iaoi HiDrtAS, BRIAN D.
4108 THOnAS, CAROLINE J.
17JO ThJCiPSGn, BRIAN F.
1782 TKCnPSON, CHRISTOPHER
l/8i Tuui'iFjUh, DiANZ A.
1786 THOnPSUN, JEFFREY P.
1/0/ THO;iPSON, HICHAlL J.
2Q22 THORNTOi;, wh. h.
1791 THRE:;iErs, DAJID A.
1450
; F'r,LiFr?iTt INvENTUi^Y ftfiSTEri LIST
; 02/0n/v2 Trs(ii>3rtR CFL; 43
TObiN GF SnlxDOUN, N.K.
SEQliEMCED BY NftHE - TftXEa fiGliNHED *
HUWICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEti
PAuEt 40
* selectei. by; all F'ROFErties
hZii rriOi-'EFlTY OyiiiiR HAP*
::tlE fnOPERTY INVEi^TORY hfiSTER LIST
bl/iiH/Tz Tni'iitSrER CTL* 43
TOyN OF SANDOUN, N'.H.
StaUciiCEIi BY Niii^E - TAXES ROU.-.'HED i
ttUNICIPAL TAX BILLING SYsTEh
fNaii 41
* SELECTED BY". ALL FAOf-EFiTIES
TITLE : rnOPEr'.TY INvcMuisY Mf'iSTErv LIST
Lri'iL ; 02/0*/r'2 TRiiNSrEF; CTLt 43
TGUN OF 5f^NI*0UrJ, N.H.
SEQUcNCtD BY Hfu\l - TAXES nOUKLED *
hUNICIFAL TAX BILLING SYSTEl-i
PA6£* 42
» SllEctel tr: all properties
n[i't FSOrEriTY OiiNEF; KfiPi Lor*
buillikg
TITLE : FROFERTY INVENTORY hftSTEP, LIST
IiiiTt ; Oi/04/32 TniHNSrER CTL* 43
TOUN OF SANDOliN, N.H.
SEUUEMCED BY HWiE - TAXES ROiJNLZD *
HUNItlFftL TAX BILLING SYSTEM
PrtGE* 43
sEuECTlI. by: all properties







STATE LOCATION AND KIND OF FIRE
— DO NOT DELAY TO NOTIFY —
NO MATTER HOW SMALL THE FIRE
POLICE - DIAL 887-3222
